2013 ARPA-E ENERGY INNOVATION SUMMIT

February 25 - 27, 2013
Gaylord Convention Center, National Harbor, MD

MISSION

Bring together America’s best minds in academia, business, and government to advance energy technology innovation.

SUMMARY

Now in its fourth year, the Summit convenes thought leaders from academia, business, and government to discuss cutting-edge energy issues and facilitate relationships to help move technologies into the marketplace. The event continues to grow, with an increase in speakers and technology demonstrations in 2013.

Summit topics typically range from high-level overviews to focused discussions centered on developing and deploying the next generation of energy technologies.

The Technology Showcase is a major attraction of each Summit and includes several hundred carefully selected transformational technologies—many of which are demonstrated publicly for the first time during the Summit.

2013 HIGHLIGHTS

- 2,700+ Registered Attendees and Virtual Attendees
- 150+ expert speakers and keynote addresses
- 280+ Technology Showcase demos

2013 SPEAKERS

- Secretary of Energy, Steven Chu
- Deputy Secretary of Energy, Daniel Poneman
- ARPA-E Deputy Director, Cheryl Martin
- New York City Mayor, Michael Bloomberg
- Purdue University President, Mitch Daniels
- Eurasia Group Head of Research, Dr. David Gordon
- Former National Security Advisor, General Jim Jones
- Google Chief Technology Advocate, Michael Jones
- DuPont CEO, Ellen Kullman
- J.P. Morgan Head of Global Commodities, Blythe Master
- Tesla Motors and SpaceX CEO, Elon Musk
- BP Capital Founder, T. Boone Pickens
- American Electric Power COO, Bob Powers
- DARPA Director, Dr. Arati Prabhakar
- Karolinska Institute Professor, Hans Rosling
- Senator Lamar Alexander (TN)
- Senator Chris Coons (DE)
- Senator Lisa Murkowski (AK)
- Senator Ron Wyden (OR)

TESTIMONIALS

“One of the best events for emerging tech companies to understand the state-of-the-art developments.” – Dr. Rahul Walawalkar, VP, Customized Energy Solutions

“The best national networking of any event I attend each year and the speakers and panels help me to get a broader perspective of federal priorities and national trends in the future of energy technology.” – David Kenney, Oregon BEST

“ARPA-E promotes the stuff that sounds crazy until it changes the world.” – Former ARPA-E Director Arun Majumdar